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September 6. 1991 3:49 am 
 
 
East outlook from rebuttal butte, 
No lowbrow limericks here, pallie. 
Ping-pong dalliance not long forgotten 
O burnt-acre aroma in the loaming, lift. 
From there, yes from there 
To sea-shine she-sign (little marble-full) 
That rock-drop skittle-plop of briny button, 
In case of marginal error bend pining-ward 
For such are these mornings in approach, 
Long low and lean lime-slice straight up. 
Twixt one-day’s dimming dimples by, 
From a level-limbed plumbed-thumb drum, 
This lot our lot, the family plot: 
Quiet quite and gotten got, 
Circle-sect hurry-clue acute (in knowing size) 
But better been than borne. 
State us this quote-hour, daily-bred, 
Aface unpostured, untested steps unguessed, 
Far along onward (more camels than the eye can see) 
So-far-suffered, slow-fire-snufference indeedy. 
Out out damp snout, ye past of sniffy-snot, 
A toothy air inhale (fighting) make dewy-chew of 
Such for clearing was for heart to fill with 
Breath and breath to bring away heart’s heave. 
 
 
 
September 7, 1991     2:37am 
 
 
Then: mingle-striped likenesses in dream-sound sway, 
To her freely-feeling foundling-mount (climbing I). 
This for the night’s fistful of passion-stature bits, 
Clear and clearing-still, about to unblind become-so. 
Hope, hope and hoping’s own hidden reason revealing, 
North, north and so-forth face, tomorrow’s capitual 
Middle being thus and anchor’s parting-water insertion. 
One to three, then two, O beautiful bounty of loving, 
Cast upon what waters of deep uncertainty, leaning-lo 
Towards features of fantasy’s bigger-bendings, over. 
So, this is the nod of next’s possibility, sudden-so, 
Over and over, to the easy rhythm of now and always-now, 
Play play play, these the order of the day/night delight. 
To (falling’s familiar) the natural upon of here-it-is, 
Slower faster being in nearest future texts of life, 
Small and smaller-like the struck-luck prevention=puddle, 
No place it’s own lack fulfilling, giving property prop. 
Special’s broken/piecing-scenery tower-tumbling aloft, 
A floating’s high-lightening bright-time arriving smooth. 
That’s the single-sing sought-for surprise, silly-sent, 
To truth’s running banner-whip in wide wind’s freedom-fly. 
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September 10, 1991     1:43am 
 
 
Instead of missives on potatoe-pie eye-eye allure 
Why not try this one time only sort, thus being: 
O height-borne west singed dingy-ding in other 
More severe epiphanatical (though angelic) tick, 
Fiddle-fight foe in umbric repetition’s volley. 
Double-cup mumblings into recent’s nowy trampoline, 
It’s the laking of non-reverse unflown, flowy yet, 
To keeping close with go-man-go and tithe smiling. 
For the lexicon-mastadon: bring thus our heavy-ho 
Unslept pounds-per-ponder through maple-marsh ways, 
Getting in gathering's glint what’s otherwise dim. 
Just so, flatly-that in known uncertainty’s word, 
Now for knuckle-nickle (brick, barely) pages uncaged 
It’s the faster-fist line as conclusion’s silly punch. 
Not entirely prayerless, noting sides seeker-hidden 
But for the innocents, inner-sense untouched ever-so, 
Ever-pouring purity it’s source un-urns above within. 
But then, howsabout-whatabout’s rolling thanks for 
This and other fine opportunities a mighty mirror makes 
Showing anger-languished slams from points mistaken, 
Therefor-wherefor: on a tiny little boat in an itty-bit 
Chair by a smallish set of shoes on the floor, 
Crumples up a lumpfish-pup, fast asleep beneath the shore. 
Whittle-wit barber-blade, (nobody minds/it’s the change) 
Hair-spot with clever-cut shavings shorn-sworn short. 
 
 
 
September 16, 1991     1:49am 
 
 
Newly-noted (and available at closing cost) 
This bit-o-bitters banter-biding, chief. 
Pickled-age (term termination terminal.  stop.) 
No-no-no ditto-nettles this time, just those of 
The plain fact alacrity, forward goner-wise. 
Perhaps/perhaps, then again’s nearest twin, 
Head-shock replica to our number’s leaning 
Loudness on dial-dim prehension, latter-day. 
Raise upon rows O darling bow-band morning, 
Striped-light that up climbs night from day. 
Looking to insistences by levity’s broader 
Bond-issue/blond-tissue sneezy-deep residuals, 
Dollar’s pinched pointies, so neatly a-grin. 
Deep-draught laughed over passing-glass panes, 
Murmurs of muu-muu mutton-chop polyschismic burg. 
O center-seat city-side from sleep to slept-on’s 
Park bench and gavel-gravure, yer pints a-poured. 
Calend’s fitful wash-tub basis, O bind beyond us, 
Call-to-call on tone-high stylus (whatta groove) 
Then group coup-coup (rice like a running shoe). 
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September 19, 1991     2:03am 
 
 
Thumb-double, this crumb of biscuit-bascuit twist, 
O yer nibble-nimble lightly-nighted nicies, cupcake. 
Then again: a starting’s fine-hello-and-you, toots. 
So forth (the sound story’s say-so) into these of 
Those together with, instead of bye-bye begone-bye. 
That’s the riddle from which all else rids, from 
Which solvent-sortings surely it’s level gains, so. 
Question: which bit of spotted tea durst a dainty 
Trumpet crumple?  Or, how-how hounds (thus inspired) 
Roots a rube/foot a fixture’s fate aside, and why. 
Dizzy-signal (the hour of number’s naught arrives) 
From no-line/true-features in washable colors and white, 
Little lambies (four-kid road, skunk ditch) leaping 
Here where farthest meres a mire’s ire enraging. 
Lane’s change-bowl our listing’s local buggy-booked 
Homes of the stars map-minder pouch, ye holy vinyls. 
Way-way, that beauty-deuce a bet’s better betting, 
Honor enough her (virtue such being) knots uncrossing 
A parting fleece, O revelation’s scent deeply adrift. 
 
 
 
September 20, 1991   3:26am 
 
 
Then: it’s a plural/rural kindness so complete, 
It’s a dual/pool sort of places (twin the twain) 
Now for the gotten part’s hear-ye ho-down stomp 
Often heard near holes of water at harvest-tide. 
What-sake cup-cake in look-awake spectacles talks 
Tummy-yum-yum to the beaks of bounty-borne plenty, 
That cuddle-cropping tale of twice-times telling. 
Of course, ours is the hour of middle-motions met, 
Where all true things in evenness meet equal measure 
With other-sent unpieced tickle-parts, rolling-so. 
For this time-being’s perfect moment (higher yet) 
This arch in angelic allure (upward), giving’s 
Thank in thanks of thanks (lighter leading light). 
No hanky-pancreatic poly-mirage here/not-here/with, 
Share-with-all/where-with-all, it’s the neighbor’s 
Kids on the sofa (soda-sided all in a rowing’s rule), 
Then-again’s what-unholy union of voice and phone, 
Clatter the chatter-putter the clutter’s ungreen bits, 
Thickly this day’s doings roll rhyme-ward in triumph. 
Left/right-left/right. Gooten-footen strident stroll, 
One-two the other’s cutting-in, binful/baleful, bye. 
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September 21, 1991     1:07am 
 
 
At this point (the mustard’s piney-pine truck-log) 
Core the core of us, chorus, of course thus being. 
Begin, O day and daylong the doing’s dawn-to-dine, 
Not too-talking a bent-metal statement of affairs. 
Rid ‘em in rhythm, O-yea-yea (mollywog doodle-do) 
From thence:  but this, the riddle’s middle anon-so, 
That’s the pencil-steady point-gone-stipple-tippy. 
Kick, it’s less than conversational solemnity lost, 
Can’t uneven an offer’s awning, lately shady-spread. 
Understanding’s heart facing pain, sightly-silent, 
Slightly-so in feet-meeting eventuality’s shuffling 
Steppy-step-step, non-stick erasable boundless bond. 
Search and envelopment, this unhalved-hour’s loving, 
Perhaps so, mayhaps as well, indeedy-doing’s allow. 
Rumble-drumskin, case of a cause-end implicit:  bind, 
Full to fuller (fence by the fancy-sea) vision’s in. 
Winged singy-song, O flying-line time to here’s hope, 
Then for the messenger’s buckle-back snap unsnapping: 
How’s a sending’s sign it’s source of say supposes? 
 
 
 
September 22, 1991     5:15am 
 
 
Naturally so, this bit-o-petunia-pie, inna big way, 
But then:  for the central-sided news in noise now… 
Wheee!  Then fun’s roundly-sound beginning so began. 
Slips/dips/bumpless blips, all for the love of a lady, 
Smooth this grand unfinality’s wafer-thin seasonings. 
So light, so delicate, soooo weary:  from noplace to 
Ontime’s right-now sort of on-the-go, instead of taters. 
To leave and return, to look and see, O sir-cool of 
Circles in real-keen/squeaky-clean surf machine scene. 
So, for this’n’that (and such’s sake) into outwarding 
Otter-motor reflex/duples gone real gone:  fife’n drums. 
Here’s to the glass of kindness-cup our fathers held 
High and higher still, without until’s undrafted print. 
Still as sudden-lighted nightbush deer crossing game, 
This tree of three (as in dalliance/prance and pretty) 
Hey is for help, in languic cadential/dental prosodies. 
Ok ok ok, ok ok ok, now then:  ahem (hem-hem) and all 
Otherwise so-be-it dainties to grace-given silents. 
Sigh upon sight unseemingly sent-for, O true dreaming 
Of deeming-so upon wending-ways westerly-wist wky. 
Nonsense cry some and such-as-some, start-and-stopping 
Mixture (a fixture’s fitting) nearly love, dearly love. 
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September 24, 1991     4:19am 
 
 
But of course, this timing’s try-trysting list 
Has upon it’s face all names called all (wooley). 
Here’s for the signal’s put:  O this the figure-form 
Philanderer’s non-reformative arts, O this for the 
Fatherly-flat indulgences (cheaply worn) given sleeve. 
Howdy!  How-doooo?  in other words words:  heckuva night, 
Neckuva sight-floor height, O ramble-rant returns of. 
That’s the nimble-roll hop, ye the fiddle-fish bees 
From over-there’s piney-way (less-than-far from here). 
Ankle-ankle, toe-toe-toe, no-dress/no-turn notions by 
Lighter-than-hairtonic harmonic allegiances, silly-o. 
Has this as that a neighing’s knotty-buoy soap-float 
Gone white and winsome with wisdom truck-buckles full? 
Ha!  Ha-Ha!  Now, week upon wending week, steep in this 
Ratty pace from say to saying’s solemn said-so, sonny. 
Later that same moment:  twisting almost completely round 
In nearly winged grace, O thought’s thigh numbly known, 
Half’n’half (so forth, in color) turning’s year(ning). 
Has to be so, much (in glossy-glaze night-gaze) by now 
Settles quiet-quick, tens of tons backwards-not abound. 
Happily, next-day designation’s a delegation’s deeming, 
No-fraught (low-button sail-sweep) plenitude attending. 
 
 
 
September 26, 1991     4:35am 
 
 
Then it was the music of an orange-less pulchritude, 
Nowithstanding’s popular rendition:  pup-puppa-puppa. 
There’s the light-fare order of this day’s fine middle, 
It’s the recently-decent docent from our memory’s 
Little=spot of who-roars and kinfolk montage-a-blah. 
Thinking too mushy-much for least-forgotten linklings, 
There’s where then meets back-then, (double-try deep) 
No lax agony this, O piece-part in solid sufferance. 
Archaeo-participle in tipple-tip typoglyphic relicon, 
Noddy-scrod (ye fashion-fish flounder-findings) blonk. 
Who put the why in wide’s front-acre yardarm-farmfoot? 
Nobody some forth, noone steps out, none; so, so-then, 
But not for futility’s few-tiles, less chipped than 
Perhaps acts of unbitten dentality demogryphonic-sifts. 
What’s the suds, neighbor-nightly run of a basin’s bomb? 
That’s too, in paternal (like, timeless, dad) loud-cast 
Broad-spoken judgementholated sentence-droppings, thup, 
S0-scene-too-clean’s hardly-heck undealt hand from decadence. 
Knotty, frothy and plod, (sprightly attired, flaunty) 
Freely-squealy indeedy, triumphant triplication’s trio. 
Pre-mixed foliant-gleem redemption-line restorative balm, 
A mere butter-beyond (where hope with holy-aloha hies), 
Hearing-hatched hum; in humanatural act one’s beauty boats. 
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September 27, 1991     8:42am 
 
 
Down-counting’s number-no, beg of beginning’s bout, 
Raise you five and migration’s keepsters (birded) 
Words from this the state of offer’s off anon and on. 
Here’s’ to the humming-host might of morning’s mist, 
Hearing’s not in unsounding’s soft unsaddled seat-not. 
Half-luck deluxe, addition’s uncondited reduction done, 
Forth and following’s foetal-footing found a curling. 
That (and else’s other-would whisper) brings to mind 
Phonetic/electro-speaking’s word-row rumble-ramble. 
No-place light-tome, the pit within fifty’s sticky snare 
So-long and say-then, but for the wiggly-bitty threads. 
Winsome (in three-sort sadnesses) grey and air-still 
With if within diffusion’s question where:  dim light. 
Out’s motion, it’s there-now/where-then sense bounding, 
Hat’s holdure in capability’s cap-corner topping, flip. 
Work of lurk, struck-dumb lumbering’s rattle-gnat hum, 
Local and woke, vocal and levity’s time-aligned litany. 
Now for then’s rhyme-pict cat-lap/milk-sop boxtop stop, 
But first:  to crush-mushing’s sides gone mixture-next. 
Late and matter-most’s world of word-went say-so, both, 
With exact permission’s ho-ho-ho, asking’s smiling yes. 
Dial (or story-plan exhalation) file and fine-reply’s 
Tiny second-line fine-applies waiting’s gourmet’s pausings. 
Ready-red to steady-stead’s lucky bunch (towering’s toe) 
From lastly’s unwritten never:  envelope for moment’s fee. 
 
 
 
October 1, 1991     3:46am 
 
 
Off and onward’s simple-sample of true delight: 
Steady gnaw of a coping saw, this pint-dip barrel 
Of sea-side reverie, steeply-steeping into clarity. 
Win within a winter’s splinter-split decision-dint 
At five-six finality’s pause (for it was written). 
Heck, another-other sort of piney-pounce flounce, 
Rather-too-true’s logic in A>O>K> kinds of formings. 
Here and thence at god’s future, ye steed-instead 
Above (though a ne’er-where) unrooted-drops of else. 
Mixture.  Stop.  Fixture.  Stop.  Vesture.  Stop.  Ropings, 
High-tying’s/fly-tying’s llama-drama in going’s place. 
Stronger/longer re-stylization’s rip-filling stuff, 
Rough-edged once again’s certainty-patch, done-so. 
Baying-hound’s snuffing:  usage-moose the swampy game, 
Coast-as-lost unriddled possibility’s fact-face fading. 
New-love/blue-love, nilly-wolly through love’s loop, 
Happiness-flappings, O paradise un-birded, cruel cage. 
Pie-pie alliance’s noted attribute:  yakky-yak backs 
In turning-burn thermal yearning-churn pity-pit spurns. 
Naught-too munch-on:  no false-demure integers (blip) 
This go-figure bigger big thus, unwilling’s traces wide. 
Tri-partly shrouded, weight of waiting’s wag, still, 
When center’s not the source’s sign, unbalancing a why. 
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October 2, 1991     2:49am 
 
 
Thoroughly strucktive (awe-twisting spiral-action) form, 
Then, regarding moon-thin wafers of undying truth in 
Shot-put pocket-pickin’ best-foot nickle-stickin’ bits. 
Fancy this:  ugly-bug relaxes fine-like, ruggy-rug snug, 
No shuffle/no ruffle, deep in a goose-filled duffle. 
Handy-damn slab, the land-ham babble, reservations for 
All-ahead/call-ahead solids, this dim mention's clerk. 
Why-why-wining’s pity-pout, it’s neither-not place of 
Lateral juncture tolling east by easterly-on fury-full. 
Liberty-lorn fiddle-fitted fine-and-dandy dollar days, 
What loss is our most-wanted/host-taunted dream of love. 
Capture this:  rook-bubble knowledge in momentum’s full 
Finding-feature rolling (trolling) rolling (trolling). 
Kid-you-not catharsis in breathy-bitten barks of night, 
Real-deal’s country-cookin’ cousins in case-book pies. 
Not here the empire=spoon of actual-massive relic spot. 
But rather:  after’s gig-whirl/new-girl clock of icing. 
Hows-about-face!  Ye pines of rumbly-tumble youth-yards 
So sunward stretching (ringy-dings an age’s ought-to). 
Feel-free’s unview of counting’s radiation segmentation, 
In cross-legged speaking-voice, firm and persuasive, too. 
Daddle-daddle-doing’s chunky-chive sidewind, silly-so, 
Bother-not’s lecture-corrective pinkly sounding, shhhh. 
 
 
 
October 5, 1991     5:24am 
 
 
Heck-o (an echo’s living arch) aroundtheround/sound, 
Then, for uplifting but dramatic effect: parting clouds. 
How’s about this:  the creeping/sweeping vine a-roves 
Through many not-so-simple schemes of uncertaintly’s 
Less-than-final switchback/quick-snacks of fate. 
For the decency squad in your backyard:  why not serve 
Heapin’ plenty’s of pickle-polite mealy-mush mouthfuls, 
Complete with ready-to-see interpretation transparency 
To cover those memory-related leftovers occurring later. 
A hearing’s reach/ a searching’ beach, another fine time 
To quite-so the ostensible/flight-go the winter’s grey. 
Face-to-face with adventure’s absence, this slice of 
Time no point pretends to, rather lather’s eloping soap. 
Thickly-musked/prickly-husked two to the ring-plane bit, 
Horse-wild and source-filed correlations clever making. 
Half and half-again’s section-box election (voting-o-doe). 
To this:  frequent (though often more than) fraughtings 
Carry words of another/other left-off then-become-again. 
Time to respray/limits of delay’s promised replay-reply 
Double replication’s sheepish agreement:  sleeping fold, 
Here, under the rental-pose, where noxious fumes of 
Self-disgust lumber-up where express finds footings. 
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October 10, 1991     10:37pm 
 
 
So and not-so, I’ll tell you why:  here’s the up-up 
Nothing-sup for these, the under-put/wonder-set pair, 
Lock-lost in late0night/plae-style din-din loudnesses, 
Let’s to the perfect place’s unseen agreement, free to 
Belly-boo (bobbing's bounces) to keep us onto and upon. 
Set, go:  true to (time’s tendant termy-firm flam) all’s 
Compass-cause pauses, fixing to by-and-by, ye breathers. 
Keeping from’s double parallel-positionings fully gated 
Though oceans of respite and notions of delight’s tickle 
May stretch-lesson this hole/snore bowl/bore snuffer. 
That’s neither the folk-dream’s memory nor our knocking 
Neighbor’s nubile anklet (her buttons firm) jingling so. 
For the re-recording’s relative sponsor-responsive speck 
So lean and (silly now-now’s petty fits) properly aplace. 
A few days of sleeping’s holy draught adrinking all the 
Day and all the daylong moonlit eve, waylong soonlit bees. 
Catch as catch can, O castle-cut people-place in stone 
And stirring’s inlet a heartful flame brightly aflowering. 
Think-not a week’s pace-in-planning’s piece well parted 
Keeps it’s natural form in leaps lining no particularity 
But instead’s there-now acceptance speech circling aloft. 
 
 
 
October 21, 1991     1:02am 
 
 
Here, where all’s lifting lamp to brightness sputters, 
As tomorrow’s steeply-leaping light itself brings. 
Nothing’s nothing-naught, meaning’s dimmest distance done, 
Such a place unlaced/unladen, scene-less mount of empt. 
Then (as then’s humble hie), at mention’s massive mark 
An endless sky two parts acknowledgement gives, from sense 
Or after with previousity’s due, infinity to history turns. 
From such folds folds further, one collides with many so, 
In let and late going’s motive placement (in action). 
Once, (as one’s recount obtains that prime), a tone so 
Rich of all sound it’s constant pitch, an ever-mixing 
Mass of melody become, all possibility of change it’s range. 
Singularity’s everything a plural’s parts pertaining to, 
No bit a bit-about at once within and without, but pieces. 
Direction born, so born degree for measure, as difference 
Does familiarity’s habit identify (understanding forms). 
Certainty in multiplicity’s evident exhibition invites 
Comparison from able thought, question’s que creating quite. 
Thus at present’s points of presence presentation points, 
A remedy of round reply, unity-huge a single answer-all.  
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October 23, 1991     3:23am 
 
 
With this:  the middle-mount’s saddle-sad separation,  
O love and leaving’s sweet returning, home of home. 
Faster-lasting action laster-fasting reactive matters, 
Quote to quiet’s stilling end:  bits and pies relying. 
About it:  so then, to the reaaly-reaally-reaaallly 
Parts in this the picture of soon’s longtime arrival. 
Kidding, of course, but flirting with truth’s point, 
Roving/right-of-way’s oldest rule:  wind at your back. 
Capturing rapture’s free-phrase/younger-days motive 
On planks of key-rounding resounding’s tickly-tones, 
No-noodle nodding’s with past-tense tubers dirt-found 
By washing’s double-clue mystery-zoo of an argumentive, 
Here the tail, here the toe, here the middling-muddle. 
How about some glassware or an apple-back declination's 
Fifth-story report gone green and goodly-great, silly? 
From the holy-smoke evening-joke to morning’s light 
Such the amen-O as said’s rightful feature figures fine. 
No brain no spain no calling swain, an epic peek within, 
Peace/peace/peace, above receives this mindful bent. 
During’s flight allures, (huff-puff) across to later, 
Doing’s sight endures (well referring itself aloud), know. 
 
 
 
October 25, 1991     1:27am 
 
 
Fool’s fine-fill folly a final-fit flopping-form is, 
So there, to the metrical doings of every’s rhythm. 
Dual-drool the pine-whine forest of true repetition, 
O echo-slow and wondrous, so further-farther far from 
What-said origins thus spoken, awaiting receipt in return. 
Fiddle-riddle spinner-bit, so spiken/dank lanky/swag 
Fix from some-or-other view-style compressionistic paw. 
Reckless perhaps/feckless (no lopping lobs here) past 
Our storied worries in hurried flurries flying homeward, 
Free and visibly complex this burden of perception-of, 
What’s in a mumble-number’s tumble-rhumba, baby?  (oh, 
But for the night’s prickly darkness, twitchy-bitch 
To the ratwall’s crumbly scratching by the bed’s bottom. 
Heaven’s tomorrow:  nature’s next-nearest whole integer 
Awaiting addition’s formcall with next-up full certainty. 
Heyyyy:  but-but-but and other dim-nit wit-bits far aside, 
Present being time’s noble this:  who’s who, but only when, 
You’s you, what only then, clearly a case for concern. 
Line-line-line-line-line:  cause and will-you-take-a- 
Checker-lane decker-explanation’s marble radius for real? 
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November 6, 1991     4:43am 
 
 
Pointless piles (o ye, the two-minute meal’s mit) of: 
The long of so-forth’s quite-like onwardness bye-bye. 
Pit and preponderous/put push-to-shelve un-delvings, 
Plain by complabrium’s hemispheric dexterity, southern, 
From there to what-for’s capital-lap mapping-mourn mop. 
Slop-top relapse into holy-host preferral, neither’s 
Mid-leaf silences at dawn and down-knot conundrumum. 
Showplace like home, flowspace/rowpace to you, skinny, 
For it’s hi-hi-ho, the jay-bird’s witty knit scripture. 
Rubble-blot repair-know, O dreaming-dome headdress. 
Which is which’s whatever, on sides of kettle-coined 
Cook-dish collateral, eh, ye olde passage of pleasure? 
One for the other-nother side:  picky-peeky pounce-paw, 
The half of hastening’s holding-forth it’s side upon. 
Quite lawns below, riot dawns hello, pilot yawns g-go, 
Nothing/something, one-thing/clunk-the-willow’s work. 
Here’s to the fiddle’s fine affair:  irrational radius 
Longly rounding this the plate-plane’s flapping sector. 
Non-specific picture no geo-neo revelation’s numerous 
Equality stately creates negation’s prime-line resolution. 
 
 
 
November 8, 1991     4:26am 
 
 
The bit that’s a begun beginning, paradise (admit two), 
But tis water’s wild-way winky-poo darling distressing. 
Nope nope nope, the hope of ropeless/spotless loss, 
The soap of copeless/knotless sloppy-sobs at all-so. 
The give of negative-naught (ye knotty-naughty boys) 
Or was it from here:  picture-shaved/history-paved indeed 
From now to ever’s either-direction, spending it up. 
Part of our-flower familiarity, then, rests lightly a 
Nicer truth upon, day without cloud ocean sunset, such. 
Ringlets of small-bell circles, slight-sing/repair 
Goes it’s own special long-ways horizontal of designation. 
Pucker-pucky pluck-pluck, knuckle-down sensible (time), 
A reading-deed/readiness pick: O undue desperation, 
Thee, to thee:  looky-looky, thy sweetness but a scent, 
Thy scent but a sounding-song, thy song sweetness still. 
That’s for the pity-prattle (partly prone) from ever-so/ 
Never-so places of lightly-leaving tiskety-taskety-la. 
Basket without a case, mask-it without a face’s drawn 
Advantages (so-put:  a mother’s nose, her own mouth) seen. 
The knick-of-knack to the bric-of-brac’s top-shelf logic 
A kindly knowledge, well spoken, lives at warming heart. 
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November 12, 1991     1:39am 
 
 
Then: then, that the call’s cup-forth witness makes clear 
That which is the other’s sorting of-things-of, 
Double-dabble once-upon, ye kindly-coped dreams where 
All ladies sing sweetly, all niceties bear goodnesses, 
Nothing: but here’s the cake in layers (since and sound) 
Safe for huckle/buckle berry-bounce pint pouncing ditties. 
Odd-lock’s recurring peer-odd?/we’re-odd, in living echo 
Least and lastly-look/lock (O real-resting’s silly sleep). 
Math and map-fold figurations no meter measure makes, 
No-dog conclusions neither gained nor gone-for-long wrong. 
Reformed experimental gum, “what have I done” reflection, 
Punctuality’s billy-bob perfection, spittle-witty report. 
Places, places everyone:  the show will now being, first-o 
The flying lion’s paw-print, never before seen out of 
Africa’s wildest jingle, there’s the singing straw mat, 
And the fiddlin’ rainbow, next, it’s the senile clown-hat, 
All brought to you with love and humility, quiet devotion. 
Picky picky picky, no offense of present tense makes sense, 
All-but-lost ending-tones a piling perspective surely is. 
Roll out the epilog’s fire-rug replacement, lacey fringe 
And all-over links of wool portraying itself’s own colors. 
 
 
 
November 14, 1991     4:16am 
 
 
From the wall of monkey-zoomer/doom-walk elephantia, 
To the shrill stick-figure calligraphy of tomorrow’s 
Widely-snide unknowingness of tiding-tied tirade-show, 
Capital/snappy-flipping spinny-drift canopic opera, 
Slight but ever-several/never-beveled bereftitudes 
Certainly aside from all else’s switch on backstreeted 
Carryon/tarry-on luggage-muggy tarmac (verily polite). 
The end/the end, send in the creeping ivy, whistle us 
A merry melody’s marked-sparking conclusion of night. 
Part-less/part-taken, this the every-lever’s optimality 
In only-on switch-position:  careful for the pieces of 
Tarry-naught/ferry-brought bay-cross to bear-bear claws. 
No more the whistled-tussle of empty matters but instead 
Our finer-thinks-O’life (golf-link winkings: par-par-par). 
Unmade shades of prayed-parade chalkings, where street- 
Sweets a game-glorious fury on every corner rages raging, 
Noplace for a common-denominative monitor-lizard’s beak. 
But that’s the few-sew/new-poe view-mark (compounded daily), 
Round/round/round (a sound’s riddle-witty bit of light). 
Any line’s threaded-spine pretension it’s phrase taught, 
Tight and verse-terse rehearsal-worse reversal unaffected, 
Waiting’s only truth-bidden was unflinching upward rises. 
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November 17, 1991     5:04am 
 
 
Deep slumber at the humming numbers:  quite and quiet, 
The "this” of therefore’s subtle-soundings/slash/slammit. 
From thar’s the rainbow’s blue bottom to that’s work of 
Upstart/anti-arthurian root-beer repose, no wit to too. 
Again:  where the blessing’s bed-begun truth awaits us, 
No-lie alliances damply forged in wilting-worn lines 
An unregulated response (likely to unlikely well become). 
The least any-some/many-one of prevention’s measurial 
Blur a leaping-light’s eastmost lantern (dusty steps). 
Missing:  the can’t-cry blink of hard-life listening-up 
With no-size color-to-be-once Gnostic projection-wall. 
Plural-rural?  An urbane-remaining futility (so few) do, 
Into other’s back-look laboriousness on fine parchment. 
No sense in seeming, low tense in streaming-cloud slimes, 
Rally-rolly riotous, ye pinkless plaques of borrowing, 
The kiss, the done-well winds lightly a-blowing away-so, 
Fair farewell (such the uttered it of literature’s lean) 
No-slice/no-dice kinds of unmixed dessert-alert folks. 
To keep this peace upon us, this dream along us moving, 
Alive a-lifting (mid-wit perusal) declaration ringing. 
It’s the buddy-borne bet-ya-one-buck routine in full-fit, 
No case of referentium’s dead-word/dread-ward detour. 
 
 
 
November 20, 1991     3:26am 
 
 
No-longer/so-longer (bye-bye) later-gone stuffing, 
What winds the pile=parade’s witty-stiff/sniff-sniff? 
No best-question dissention (lefting) on our(ly) rate 
Here and then/near and now, ye middle-bit rotundrums. 
Re-wording’s pencil-put golf-off, truth-par iron-green 
Seemings from also’s sister planet:  the day’s degree. 
Why oh why did her little hair leap?  Send any parts 
To this:  the final/four-paw (floor-plow) dispositioning. 
No verb a low verb in these level lanes (rutty-legged) 
To walk and tell of times to be, rhymes to say it smiling 
To those often-softened/well-spoked wheel-ways (O mind). 
Abrupt (though nearly naturally next) and clickety-coo 
Clever-nevers, several-of (variance in ardent perfection 
At picture-peak/tincture-weak stratum) news-form asunder. 
Three:  noddy-blot crumples from coffee-morning covers, 
It’s the null-and-void alloy, colloidal-free research 
That makes this moment so fantastically a piece of itself. 
No-loss lineations:  to the parts of things that end up 
With improper answers to common=lemon/limerick-humming. 
So:  the if-then connected to the what-now, diddle-diddle, 
In the space above (in the space above) in the space there. 
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November 21, 1991     3:17am 
 
 
Moonlit spoonfit (unswerving curvature aside) lately, 
To miss and not to loudly howl, O piece of tomorrow 
Nightly known (quietly shown) to be of otherwise wit. 
Keeping’s leaning verse of handful/spanful bits of, 
Low-hope/show-grope of anotherly’s rodent mixture eye 
From here to returnity’s bully-boy beginning/beef-ore. 
Nice to meet ya, O road-ride blacktop as thus unlit, 
Sight of solemn searing-erring/spare-daring lease-on 
In terms at once unkind with pity/signed with dirt. 
But for the aches within:  gaze, gaze, ye sons of man, 
A heart’s a heart that spies an eye that sees it so. 
Salutations ninety-miles across to all the places in 
Space where things their fill thus find (spotting spot). 
Ought within thought’s nether/time-tone concern-sample, 
Certain-pertinence (filly-fill-fill) our purpositive 
Fate-have-you cup around it passes, around passes it so. 
Strength of strong, breath of being, word and action be, 
(rhymey-chimey dime-tap snappings in your lap, pappy). 
Short and sunny-side-upon, meaning’s scenic view-whew, 
Alas-alack/amass-amuck, the punch-like collision’s clock, 
The page’s gentle age:  during’s passive modulation-box, 
Ready-riding explanation’s fitting-routed scoot:  away. 
 
 
 
November 22, 1991     1:28am 
 
 
Never-before/forever-before, the picture’ fine-light 
Points of latitude/matter-place, O difference along-time 
Song-line/the belong-rhyme:  better-yet destiny in color. 
Here’s to the stem of higher yearning, that pencil-tip 
Positioning of certitude and specificity-placement action 
So freely/other-motivationally blocked by unmodularity. 
Dense with participular/understipulatical anti-matters, 
No plane nor speech nor tall building’s battered buttress 
But an arch’s triumphal-harumph (coffee in the loaming). 
The end of another-well/weekly-wring&ding fling-moppity 
Ding-boppity (fort, in nice and nicer pilings-of) roll-up 
Steady mentioning’s ‘here for the taking’ rake and ramble. 
Let us this say, our dalliance-bred, no claim to lay upon, 
For we are the least and lost-most of the learneds locking. 
But then:  whose uncongenial rile-up styley-smile broke? 
Numbered-thunders, (puddle-points), sunny-meadow patches, 
Uncubation-reformation’s nascent-news:  now-word’s nodding. 
Take two times and call me in the darling-adornment of day, 
Untwilled twirlings (O meaning’s leap) dumpling-deep ago. 
Parsnip-poise and rudimentary particle-analysis in itself 
Hardly worth twenty twin-rope pope-on-a-soap moping bees, 
Unspun mark-my-words dundering, lumbering monkey’s uncles. 
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November 25, 1991     4:23am 
 
 
Another erstwhile “back-in-the-sack” half-track, mack, 
Out’s the in, in’s the onward-ho!,  ye pinnacle-din-dins 
Of llamaic tomorrows and Hebraic memorality-palaces. 
Sit, so sitting and send, so sending:  significanaticles 
From less-than-zero moments of eventide ruminatium-ink, 
But for the little-lot sure-foot postures with every 
Day-tone/wheel-grown hesperides (proto-conjurist) doing. 
That’s the English-lap dogmop/logtop skittle-pan step, 
When mate meets a mixed metaphorescent pleasance, deary. 
Radical-tad (O watershed/wooded hermit, a-marveling), 
To see and not to say:  but for the goodness-sake ladies 
We'd rather have out druthers' duty-bound, unforeseen-so. 
Who’s speaking for whom (?) you’s eeking for room (?) 
The space (this pace), facing either world-rent rending 
With tearful joy and trying-time faces slanting, half-lit. 
No press so sorry/ex=press O Ow-ow-ow (worrisome-not), 
Lunch at running-stream (de)meaning’s less than summer’s 
Well-adjusted addition (audition’s last week), pea-pods. 
So-fly the dough-poppy laughter-nets, over the day’s old 
Shelf of breath-lengthy/lift-strengthy miraculous ladder. 
 
 
 
November 26, 1991     4:08am 
 
 
Clock’s regu-rock pronunciationality: biddy-biddy-booo, 
No kind the whole kind, O severe/sincere endearments. 
Personally, no plays lye-comb’s aside (pinch-perfect) 
But the aged-arching avenue of draught-tabular drama 
On the boulevard of ready-steady encouragementalty due, 
No pranks to the wander-worse custom keepers (of god). 
Here where the flames of truth bundle close-kin wise 
With really-silly sorts, (so final in appearance-eyes) 
But then it’s through what-the/hey-for reports unending. 
That’s the jeep-pulley jungle-slide kindergarten trick, 
For those with clue-impaired perceptions of tomorrow’s 
Restful attache’, privately prone to utter failure’s all. 
Roly-dolly/holy-folly, the pattern on a window’s wall, 
So sound, so slept, so rain, so running upon a gaining's 
Factual actuality, (fully-filly-few), practice, m’boy. 
Waiting’s whitened thread-send only seeming untermable, 
Pity-width as such, (in no way saying), closer, closer. 
When-when the henny-hen-hen, this for cakes and ale-O 
See it so: lastly-rises those the garland’s gape about. 
But for the case of kings and virtue, O lone and noble 
Betters than ever-I-shall-be (out back by a language). 
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November 27, 1991     5:32am 
 
 
An entirety’s rude divinationary uncharacterism, 
Work-sparking’s loose radical (gem-trine) collision. 
Steeply dreaming of well-placed wonders asunder-wise, 
No-no-no-, the pitiful prattle-burden of daily-density. 
Please:  no reply’s better than unrippling cold-wrap 
La-la-la, your place among the stratgemologist aisles, 
Perfect/really/ doing’s holy-hat (owl inclusive) nesture. 
Look-not/took-what:  what question-burg/mention/whirr’s 
Other-night slice of clown-talk/town-walk (being there), 
That’s the willow-wide meeting of triple-toe suppists. 
Lightly diminutive/slowly demonstrative, O practicality 
In this day of undamaginative no-got/slo-rot target clue, 
On the order of a corder’s unruled (aqua) conduct suit 
To restful events and less-foolish duels within, trying. 
Not that all’s signed and scurry-done-up either, boy-o, 
But it’s no-run protection guarantee-deal decency trial 
Rolls over in a jury-hurry jiff-bang trickster-mixture. 
All-sleep/will-sound-in-soul’s farthest finding (know) 
How what-the only there-now sweetly asks of everything. 
Reading late:  not-let/spot-test-wrestle’s demon repose, 
It of awaiting’s oh-yes, rival of arrival’s announcement. 
 
 
 
Thanksgiving day, 1991     4:25am 
 
 
Ruminus/luminosity’s rightful declination (charty), 
No price upon the phone-worried/drone-hurried climax of 
Our final inspiration:  the past’s reserve, O ponder-pond. 
No-weight of any’s will-free/frill-see, the paces-put 
Laundry of man-in-romance’s singing cleanser/catch=it, 
To the flaps just under every hidden arrangement’s foul 
Folds-in-a-minute case assumption, (gummy-strummings, eh). 
Leery-points from dearly-darling list-lines, west and so, 
But:  who-who the light-veil trailmaster’s owly announce, 
Here-and-there/hear-in-there, what the awful mystery’s 
Mirth and mumble-gumbo-yum/humble-thumby-dum, numbnesses. 
Direct inclusion’s omnic/unic/hat-with-tunic visionette, 
(as scene-awn prop-town ghost-streets/repeats), surely 
What a simple seems but a simple’s small perfection is. 
Those:  eat from a drum and drink from a cymbal’s setting, 
Matching-marks at side and palm, (no tree too near-now), 
Born with an early-twirling score-pad reliance upon that 
Which hears a call, wears a face, sees a certainty’s eye. 
Though:  no-thought the low-thought’s lime annihilation, 
Go-thought the row-thought’s silly-seven vocal notches 
Brightly lifting in undrenched/sun-trenched re-intention. 
Something for everyone:  boxed-hope/lox-pope (window-winds) 
Insert-assertive reservationist-mass, obdurately puny. 
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November 30, 1991     6:58 am 
 
 
Incredibility’s marginal but swa-struck repositional, 
Nowhere into how’s-that, a treble-tine plasmicity alas. 
But:  no for an answer’s practical/mappable cartage-route 
In terms of little’s quiet-side alliances with evenness, 
What’s the fussy-ruckus luck-nuggets (on licensed tour). 
Past the pot-watched nature in boiling’s blessed blarney 
To sow-and-reap counteds-on, the fiddle-fix fortitude-foe, 
Pity the stringish cat-lap perchances never a place begets. 
Roofly put: toothly sought, our particle-paced limericks 
Ride event-free upon matters of neither pith nor placing, 
Breeze-blatant/freeze-rampant tater-mutant prune-grafter. 
O-please the youthful nuisance ring-toss runic paradigm 
Paradiddle-middle (feet-below occurrence-burn) capture kind, 
Daring’s merit-paring letter-late lair-flairing once-up. 
No need for pressing-iron/dressing-phorus piece-making 
When al-that/call-that’s folding multiple-layer saying, 
Both with and without, both drift and catharsystic biting. 
No-job-too-small’s land-owner platitudinality, aside, then, 
Frequent-sequence (five-and-the larger-halfed suit-a-file) 
For the flames of love-lasting kindness a-kindled quite. 
 
 
 
December 2, 1991     3:29 am 
 
 
In so many a merry-maid’s glib mickle, nonny-nonny, 
Barely the swift-nifty picture of all-about’s fully 
Round-reading fixture of capability’s regular listing. 
Hectic-time (talking of such) perfect separation-song 
Assertitudinal-assuages formerly holiday-scenic sorts. 
What is it about nothing’s whip-flippant scare-fare 
(hare-in-arms), square-meal/fair-tent regal-red-ready, 
But the length of all-too/call-too merengue rhythms-of. 
For instance:  fitting the wing-ding pity-ditty’s limp 
With all-sincere bottle-tension/model/pension debt-tree, 
No-late/so-great fatal elation’s race for tomorrow night. 
So-hoping/so-open, what-the-hey kinds of pitter patter 
Leads more often to pieces particle-prone, nature-known. 
Here’s to the fielding-arm reproval of smatteringly’s 
Facile attributes:  holly-jolly/dolly-pardonings aside-so. 
Toothless torn and unattributed, foamy-done comb-book 
(in morning’s dreary limber-toes) awaits some fitting end, 
that’s the story of another-brother’s okay-morale ales. 
Tend-to/send-to, what the just-doctor re-ordered in case 
Of fine-print lintspeck/inspect repellant-canister fuse, 
Don’t nod the fodder’s lawn-spread in unfamiliar light. 
Features from louder-space/doubter-place returning voice 
(un-echo-nomical) name-dressing fall-from-greying pate. 
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December 3, 1991     3:56 am 
 
 
Late enough’s not-too-shrubby landscapist ventriloquy 
At peak hours between weeknights and slightly-pronto 
Beats of more gone-getting lumberdrum/thumbplum tats. 
Causeless re-percussive non-entity beasts of elemental 
Fixture and setting-free sentimental mixture-most times, 
For then the full-rule/pool-school (fishy-fountain-up). 
That’s the funny-bop/funny-hop associative quilt-bond 
Where all whose sense so silly sings:  parts, places-be. 
No-form/row-wormings in titles less-apparent-than/or 
Most-evolutant-by, missing-inactive (public denialist). 
This-a nod, that-a nod, noddy-noddy new-nit noddle-dee, 
Hack-hem/ahem-step, the face of drastic change alights 
With much little and tiny huge, no-place for mercurials. 
Plural-alluring’s apple-aplomb/lapel-importance saying-so, 
Wifery’s sit-come-diddle duty a blanched itself (fool). 
Happens everyday/bevy-quay unhallowed aeriality undone 
In fated fatter/flatter speculative repositioning frame, 
Dim-handed recountings-of, (for the silent-sort, oooh). 
Listen:  wikki-wikki walla-wok, wollo-wollo/nollo-nollo, 
Stunning transfigurative designation-by-origin visits 
From this old-pal/real-old-pal figure gaining stature so. 
Out-out, devoutly out. 
 
 
 
December 4, 1991     3:29 am 
 
 
Delta-gamma/bayou-epsilon, ye wondrage-drift coyotes, 
Here-for the taking’s full-slake/rule/plaque brush-off 
To all-of/wall-of, soundly certain in every circumstance. 
Fickle mickle and hype (thrice terrific trio-tine tee) 
To off-it/cough-it up with spewtum-proof evedentiality, 
What’s the bubble-borne reflection toward distances, (?). 
Tow-pair make a rack-slough/pack-trough’s hibernation 
In most senses, toast pensive as coffeeless tellings do, 
No-hear with so-clear’s exasperative aspirin, qualifying. 
Night-bent’s daybreak expositive:  fashion-like reply to 
Lying’s while, trying’s rile, spying’s file, dying’s… 
After’s poignant-coinage, the thought-that-counts well, 
The rant that raves, scantily clued/banterly skewed-so. 
Elves fof delve’s decision, O tiny-footed friends from 
Welcome’s matted tresses, easily ridden/bidden-by a wood. 
Late-lot/great-spot:  ark within parking’s deuce-division 
Dear-me riper implication (sorry about the red sauce), 
Extra-zesty hunt-and-pectoral serial-billing fiddle-trill. 
(Just a phrase i’m going through), partly-rowdy until 
Laughter notice/matter-morning’s there-it-was-all-along, 
Know-plays-like-comb/weep-lays-like-own (here-to-there). 
Pretzel-medication/fast-acting spot-check undertoe pads, 
Each in it’s own lonesome private-beach dislocation, pal.   
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December 7, 1991     3:18 am 
 
 
Pair-a-dimes (ye swift-shifter) and play-till/ales 
On sides of flatter/matter-mild tiny-little bitsies, 
Have-a something’s final wrap/cranial, least thought. 
Now for:  heavily heavily-strewn, dreaming’s owly hoot 
From diced decision/priced revision (twiced vocative), 
Lipper-lip/sipper-sip, canal of modern-temperature. 
How’s about place-unplace/face-unfaced winged-fiction 
Probability-diction marvels of true motive (arco-bow), 
Warmly-forming/hardly-alarming, baits on-a bunny-bench. 
Late-line presentation at the dropping-hat reliance-nigh 
Assemblage (lift-pour/drift-sour) in-trade paradasical, 
Flight-by intentions with right-by inventions mix freely. 
The days of recombing has yet to come for those of ever 
Running-fun/sunning-bun (bamboo legislatures) island-O, 
Comma comma comma, comma come-on, heckuva good sporter! 
Strong for change?  Long for ace-backed number-notions at 
Seller’s ramble-rumple lumpage, dearly extensive holler, 
Holiday in-stay kind of limerick hibernation (discerning). 
But-but-but:  rain-motivation/crayon-implication rations 
Peeling it’s non-particular indoor coating-lamb domicile, 
Rattily-matty/specially-designed rate-crease loading-fold. 
 
 
 
December 8, 1991     4:21am 
 
 
At the height’s night-light alliance (reflecting so) 
To out-and-out’s broad improvisationality a-winding, 
Work, work, the same-same ways anew, doing’s freedom. 
Three (the perfective ergo- rhythmic deem) on each side, 
Ceiling-sorrowful in breech-begotten sandstorm-sown 
Breadbasket-tasks unmasked merrily, plastic-castles, so. 
From a behoovedness to an unangularity’s flitter-flit 
On pages lovely unnumbered/roughly remembered (because), 
All-too-late’s pill-drop/will-stop recompense giving. 
Of march and maple-morning oak-twilling letter-backs at 
Real-peace/feel(onward:again), here for the barley-bin, 
A waiting’s feeble piss and stirring the soul’s stories. 
Estate-race/implicit-traces of darling-drastic studies of 
Particle/ventricle, article/madrigals (assertive shade), 
Know-pun-intending flavorissimo, our files report not. 
So great a fancy’s pretty little lilting-leap upon us, 
Noise of an eventide/voice of another’s ideationality, O, 
Fry-nigh/sigh-pie trying’s nonesuch precursor tomorrow 
Borne and lowering in baited silence (capturing a dawn). 
Shortly: wording our final-early/rind-swirly composit 
In ruffly-puzzle/iffy-rapunzel hair-raising (barn-built), 
Keep-key/asleep-tea muffin-rags by constant ruling lines. 
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December 9, 1991     3:05am 
 
 
Away in a mangy-danger/explainer’s drift-wall desert, 
Noplace like home indeed, please insert fit-end first 
On terror-derby sorrows (plinky-plight by natural rule). 
Dabble-derby decency aside:  poise-point esplanade-way 
Alliance in semi-demi-hesitation’s placard-sluice pile, 
Positive indetificalliance (deep-body rumination-salts). 
Wicker the dock-door’s ready-break actions in tones often 
Dry but level/high but devilishly-bevelled arch-angelic, 
Portamento-prone annoyances, rid-of beets, sitting step. 
Classic/Jurassic monasticies in following’s radium-call 
Stir-lazy/purr-crusty mull-over muffin-cup morning priest, 
Weird-periodic/dear-eerie re-sorting destinational brine. 
A lake’s lure, a speaking-part’s split-ripple, over-out. 
Never-to-be-seen-again’s fitful promise on a toasted bun 
With neither-naught sauce, there for the flea-fault binds. 
Clap, the place when so-forth but an animal’s current hie 
In trooping-tropic floppy-snaps, drooping-cropper shears, 
Fix our next to switch our pitch-pasture vision in green, 
Unconfusing with non-profusing understatic neath-twixts, 
Holler-doubt/race-for-the-moonbird’s quiet shadow-descent 
Upon barny-farm recollections (rutty-road leisure-cruise). 
 
 
 
December 10, 1991     3:34am 
 
 
To the least of all-over’s sister sympathies, ho-ho, 
The distant disease of doubt/long-considerations, hope, 
The past-tense rents and rust-pence twining-dimensions. 
No-forth and hindermore: no to let-allow/set-plowing’s 
Articles of dumb-faith/thumb-raising polly-clue roots, 
Negative particles at nicer-tonight reconciliatory grins. 
For then, and then only:  meetings, mixtures, whisperings, 
Hotcakes, friendship, arteries, purchase orders, hats, 
Offerings, small pieces beyond identification, landscape. 
Trow-brow furrow-grown matters, slight but wirey/foxtail 
Nature sets into-unto/wind-ho the mail-name empire even, 
Trailing lightly on solid air’s miniature wholeness, oh. 
Too steep for sleep, thinking’s thinner-angle spectacle 
At no undue-procession’s guilty-built two-bit paradings, 
See below/ see above:  don’t-look-here’s mighty childisher. 
Let us now brown our breads in peace, for morning is the 
Light and the kingdom of jasper-song/clasper-tong ovenware, 
So seeking happiness and glory in the castles downtown. 
Perhaps another/no-other attitude active in preventing a 
Sudden/sodden less-than-swift departure’s dry sentiment, 
Meanwhile, back with the folks (O porch of true promise). 
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December 11, 1991     5:06am 
 
 
In the sending and the spending, in the rending and 
The wending, in the ending and the friendship’s feat, 
So glass is to mittens as feet are to myrtle-scalings. 
O folly-logic fellows of fine footing, dear-dear the day 
Of god-damsel/druther/endurances: pleading au-gratanish, 
Flue of influence/rue of ruination’s poppy-field flank. 
Nothing quite like it you say, a real find, spectacular, 
The last word in final closings, a veritable barragette, 
(fire-dry snuffy-sneezes for the kiddies: fuel/fouling). 
Hence; yard-barn mal-ani/yard-arm nation-wide clearings 
As yer unadvertised reply (O yes for them's the fathered), 
No-case of liquor-stasis repartee treacle-bound fluffer. 
O inspiration-heedless/information-deedless ruddy-bunch, 
Full-gathering (it’s the popular-swap tie-off kelp-sway) 
This to this’ll, piss to thistle, wrist to gristle’s grey. 
To plan and not to, too sweet and not too, hurry’s drive 
Through town on day short replica-disappearance corridors. 
By-laws/by lozenge-draft’s must-have suggestive power-of, 
Cleavage-bereaved (cute within cuticle’s bandy-bop arc) 
The saying’s way-form-or-manner/salon of the petty mixes. 
Huff-huff-huff-huff, huff-huff-huff-huff, wearisome dots, 
Clippings from here-and-there’s notoriety-begotten son, 
I’d sooner glibly-grabby grope than darkly bend awayward. 
 
 
 
December 12, 1991     3:32am 
 
 
Working’s trial-mile application making, during’s 
Liner-dime try-again lesson-in-two-full-participles, 
Dank-dank the frankly-prank lager-loads, forty-seven. 
How-long’s fury speaks literally lit-afire (larger) 
Than allover/pullover lone-emotive extents uprooting, 
Flick-trix from pony-lonely diced-tribal/twice-liable, 
Find-a-home’s mid-frequent sleep-equivalent: nicely it. 
Up to the house it’s vine and yardly-flat return-bound 
Allowing-frown up-to agreement by statute-of-calm bull, 
Too-deep for sweat-pea genius-drone roaming’s (hello!). 
Finding-fin accountish-chair fishnet/wishnet inscript: 
Rattle-back leanings at fine-degree tale-spin intertie, 
So-real/so-neat, as in rolling hills and lengthened eye. 
To deal indirective term-twiddle pre-cognitive aromatic 
Drastic-elastic pan-chromatic source-pointing proposals, 
Cheap at half the principle’s weary-drear ripe exotica. 
(above, in-love) in-stepping’s farthest-fit truancy for 
Next of connection’s plural given, wholly unite forever, 
To see and not to sound/to be and not too-bound freedom. 
Here’s where the fundamentality’s fine character truly 
Gets and obviously dutiful seriousness (tent-run dunce), 
Crate-bag/carpet-gnarl meetings (tone-like reproduction). 
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December 13, 1991       1:58am 
 
 
Cruddily-runted stunt; myself to face (lessing-so), 
This-way putting’s rude but thorough-rake inscript 
Found kneeling haughtily by roses and regular prefixes. 
Knotty-lot shoe-givens, altrue and sot-rue valiannce, 
Peppy-nips (or tentacle-blind refusal) from of-yore 
Rovings seen by the natured-eye nativity: blending’s 
Yellow-hell delivery-duchess at grads steeply downing. 
Nice-to-be-you’s phantasm-fast/last-palm desperations, 
Doing what-the/how’s-that matters with noplace in mind 
Except now’s house (empty or asleeping-dark), morninged. 
Is of distance’s riding-wide feat (free to sail-see), 
Lass within classy’s that’s-her/what’s-her fuss untracked 
But lamentable by the score-wary/lore-teary afterfacts. 
Settle-for’s yet-blasting yelp a pocket’s picture pose, 
Nor for the waking-break/making-cake implicationist dime 
Spent unruly-well by the streets between I and a-never. 
Too-light-for-wording’s solid riddle-rattle ranting rave, 
Revel within revelation’s witty-squint seemings (raring) 
With filling-fine/willing-whence estabulations going-upon. 
After-the-latter’s mighty climb, past the earl of early, 
Moments marking for measured return (O memory-high arches) 
O knowing’s scene with seeing’s ring enliven, simply weep. 
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